The relationship between coherence and nonlinear characteristics in Renshaw cell responses to random motor axon stimulation.
Cat spinal Renshaw cells were activated by stimulating muscle nerves or ventral roots with random (pseudo-Poisson) patterns of brief electrical stimuli. This input pattern is optimal for a comparative study in both the frequency- and time-domain. The frequency-dependent variable of particular interest in this study was the coherence as a measure of the degree to which signal transmission is linear and noise-free; it was estimated via spectral analysis. Time-domain analysis consisted of calculating peri-stimulus time histograms in order to estimate the amount of nonlinearity in the cell responses to pairs of stimuli. The main result was that the amount of nonlinearity measured in this way did not profoundly depress the coherence. Two types of peri-stimulus time histogram were calculated: the "conventional" peri-stimulus time histogram (as a reference) computed with respect to all the stimuli in a train, and the "conditional" peri-stimulus time histogram computed with respect to the second in pairs of stimuli which were separated from each other by varied intervals delta. The latter type of peri-stimulus time histogram showed that Renshaw cell responses to stimuli were conditioned by preceding stimuli, which could facilitate (at small delta s) and/or more often depress (up to several hundreds of milliseconds) the subsequent responses in a nonlinear manner. The objective of this study was to test the hypothesis that nonlinear characteristics contribute significantly to depress the coherence from its optimal value (1).(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)